"Mind/Game: The Unquiet Journey of Chamique Holdsclaw" is a complex profile of the star basketball player. Chamique Holdsclaw, the All-Everything basketball star from the University of Tennessee, was in the closet, but her big secret wasn’t her lesbianism. It was her mental illness, an unchecked problem that almost destroyed a superstar beloved for her sweet court moves and passion for the game. Bay Area documentarian Rick Goldsmith, a two-time Oscar nominee, sensitively explores Holdsclaw’s journey from suppressed athlete to mental health advocate, a journey not without its setbacks. Narrated by Glenn Close, the film sheds light on this likable athlete and provides a glimpse into the insular world of sports, where coming out — of any sort — remains a heavy burden. 9:30 p.m., June 26, Roxie; United States, 56 minutes